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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of estimating the vector of c~ll probabilitie$ 
- for a multinomial random variable. Using a combin~tion of Bayesian models 
and frequency calculations (i.e., risk functions), we develop a class of 
:, . 
estimators that resembles the James-Stein estimator for the multivariate 
.. ' 
Normal mean. We approximate the risk functions Qf these estimators to second 
orde'r, when the number of observations per parameter is moderate and the 
i 
number of parameters (cells) is large. Then w~ use these ~pproximations to 
prove a ·first-order optimality result for one of the estim~tors in the 
proposed class. We briefly consider extensions. to the case of cross-classi-
. . . 
fied m~ltinomial data and we apply 10 estimators discussed in the paper to a 
- set of occupational mobility data . 
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1. Introduction 
~n this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the vector of cell 
probabilities associated with the multinomial distribution. We view this 
problem as one of simultaneously estimating a large number of parameters. 
One way to provide such estimators is to assume that these parameters them-
selves have a probability distribution which we can characterize by a smaller 
set of hyperparameters. By estimating the hyperparameters, we generate 
estimators for the original set, which often have superior frequency proper-
tie? {i.e., smaller risk) when compared to estimators not based on the hyper-
par~metric structure. 
This approach to estimation is by no means new. It underlies much of 
Bayesian inference (see Good [1965] and Lindley [1971] for discussions) and 
has played a prominent role in the more classical statistical literature 
{e.g., see Mosteller [1948]). We can also use this approach to generate 
estimators for the mean of the multivariate Normal distribution similar to 
those suggested by Stein and others from frequency considerations. We illus-
trate the application of this approach to estimating the multivariate Normal 
mean in the next subsection before turning to the multinomial problem which 
i~ the main topic of this paper. 
-2-
A. Estimating a multivariate Normal mean 
This section summarizes some facts about estimating the mean of a multi-
variate Normal distribution that are analogous to the results on estimating 
the cell probabilities of a multinomial distribution we discuss in Sections 
3; 4 and 5. These Normal distribution results are instructive because while 
the two problems are similar the calculations for the Normal distribution 
are usually easier. 
We consider only the simplest case when the covariance matrix is known. 
Let ;f' = (X1 , ... , Xt) have independent, Normally distributed coordinates with 
E(X.) = e. and Var(X.) = N-1 . Letting SL'= (e1 , ... , et) be the vector of . l. l. l. ,-
means, we denote this model by 
X rv 'Yl ( e, N-1 I) . ( 1-l) 
,- t -,- r-
Taking the known value of the variance as N-1 allows us to interpret each X. 
l. 
~s an average, and results in expressions that are very similar to those 
appearing in Sections 3, 4 and 5 for the multinomial distribution. 
Throughout this paper, the loss function for an estimator, ]_(JJ, of ,it 
is squared-error given by 
L( 0, T) = NI T - 0 n 2 
,- r- ,- ,.... (1-2) 
The maximum likelihood estimator of e is T(X) = X. This estimator is 
,- ~,- ,-
also the unique, minimum-risk (minimum expected loss), unbiased estimator 
relative to squared-error loss and is minimax with constant risk equal tot. 
A simple Bayesian approach to this problem gives ea multivariate 
,...,, 
Normal prior distribution of the form 
e rv 11. (A, -r-1 I) . 
r- t ~ r"J (1-3) 
Thus the {e.} are regarded as independently drawn from Normal distributions 
l. 
~ach with mean "i and common inverse variance, -r. A judgmental Bayesian 
-.. 
'· 
' -
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would specify A and Ton the basis of his prior infonnation. Relative to 
,-
th~ loss function {1-2) the Bayes estimator of a is the posterior mean which 
,-
is given by 
E{e I x, A, T) = N+N x + N+T A f'-:rl ,- ,- T ,... T rJ 
= {1-w){X-A) + A, 
,-,- ,- {1-4) 
where w = N!T { 1-5) 
If T + 0, we see that T(X) =Xis the limit of Bayes estimators. We regard 
r-r- r-
. A as a specified, known vector (e.g., A= 0), so that the quantity X - A is 
,- r- . r- ,-
ob~ervable. On the other hand, we regard T as a parameter to be specified. 
or estimated. The quantity w given in (1-5) is a one-to-one function of T, 
and thus is an equivalent form of this parameter. 
The marginal distribution of the observable quantity, 'N (X - A), is v ,, ,- ,-
'Ylt(O, w-1 I). The maximum likelihood estimate of T relative to this marginal 
r- r-
distribution ·;s 
A t 
T = 
max 
,~-~r- (t/N) {1-6) 
or equivalently, 
A t 
w = 
max Ni X - A 12 r- ·,- ( 1-7) 
Relative to the marginal distribution of fN (X - A', w in (1-7) is a 
rv Iv' max 
biased estimator of w, but the estimator 
i~ unbiased. 
A t-2 
w =-----
u ( 1-8) 
If we replace win {1-4) by w from {1-8) we obtain a new 
u 
e~timator for the vector parameter~ given by 
P· -4-
,L(,!} = ( 1 - N I ;-~ t 11 2 ) {X - X) + X r- r- ,- {1-9) 
While we have obtained this estimator by near-Bayesian methods {also 
called pseudo-, semi-, or bootstrap-Bayes) which are similar to the empirical 
Bayes approach of Robbins [1955], this same estimator has been shown by 
James and Stein [1961] to have good frequency properties in the sense of 
having uniformly smaller risk than the usual estimator,;& if t ~ 3. Our 
derivation of the James-Stein estimator is essentially that given by Lindley 
~1962], and is discussed in Efron and Morris [1972]. It is akin to the 
"method of marginal moments" estimator discussed in Section 3A of this paper. 
So far we have used a Bayesian approach and some heuristics to derive 
an estimator oft which has go~d frequency properties. Now we address the 
question of small risk directly. Regarding the right-hand-side of (1-4) as 
defining a class of estimators of e, we minimize the risk function over this 
. ,-
qlass by differentiating it with respect to T and solving for the optimal 
value, T0 {e, A). This yields ,-,-.,. 
(1-10) 
which is a function of the unknown parameter, e, so that we can only estimate 
,-
~his optimal value. Two alternative methods for estimating To suggest them-
selves. The first is the maximum likelihood estimate of T relative to the 
0 
~onditional distribution of X given e. This method yields 
,- ,-
A t 
T =-----
Oml IX - A 112 
,- r-
(1-11) 
Qr 
A t 
w =------
Oml N II ,t - A 112 + t {1-12) 
., 
P· 
-
... 
-5-
A While thjs choice of L has the nice property that it is never negative (a 
property not shared by; in (l-6)), its denominator is a badly biased esti-
max 
mator of the denominator of Lo when tis large. If we estimate Lo by the 
reciprocal of an unbiased estimator of L;1 , we obtain the "reciprocal unbiased" 
A 
estimator, Loru' given by 
t 
A 
L =--------
0 XU I X - A II 2 - ( t/N) 
r- ,-
(1-13) 
We note that; and i are identical so that using i 0 to estimate Lo Oxu max xu 
in (1~4) we arrive at the following estimator of e: 
,-
T ( X) = (1 - t ) ( X - A) + A • 
r-,- Nl;6_-A.0 2 ,- ,- ,- (1-14) 
When tis large, this estimator has essentially the same frequency properties 
as the James-Stein estimator, whereas this is not true of the estimator that 
substitutes ;Oml for Lin (1-4). 
A Bayesian who is not satisfied with the limited range of priors expressed 
by (1-3) might seek to enlarge it by compounding on A, L, or both (i.e., by 
giving A or L prior di stri buti on). Not only does such compounding enlarge 
our range of prior distributions, but it also allows us to replace the assump-
tion of independence of the ei .! priori (see (1-3)), by the assumption that 
their distribution is exchangeable (see Lindley and Smith [1972]). Suppose 
we do the compounding by letting A and L have joint density ~(A,L). This 
r--- .,-
"two-stage" prior fore is a mixture of Normal distributions. We may now ,._ 
express the posterior mean of e as 
,-
E (r-e I x' = IE ( e I x , A, L) ~ ( A , L I x) dA dL ( 1-15) 
,:.;-, ,- r- r- -,- r- r-
wh~ re ~(,l, L I,!) denotes the posterior density of~ and L• Substituting the 
ri~ht-hand-side of (1-4) into (1-15) and simplifying yields 
j 
... 
wh~re 
and 
-6-
N ·r(,V 
E(e I X) = x + --
r- ,- N+r(X) . r"' N+r(X) 
,- -,-
T(X) = 
r-
E (i+:r' I il 
E(N1T 1 ~) 
A ( X) , 
r- ,-
(1-16) 
(1-17) 
(1-18) 
Th~ form of the right-hand-side of (1-16) as an estimator of ,i is quite 
intriguing because it is of the same general form as the estimators given in 
(1-9) and (1-14). If cp~, T) puts all of its mass on a specific value of):.., 
the ~w will be identically equal to that value, and expression (1-16) reduces 
to 
E(e I X) = (1 - w(X))(X - Ji.' + A 
~-,- .,._,..~r:,- (1-19) 
where w(;tJ = E{lr+T I i) . (1-20) 
If$ puts zero mass on T 2 0, then O < w(,V < 1. This suggests modifying wu 
in {1-8) and w0 = w in {1-7) to keep them in [O, 1], and therefo·re make ru max 
the resulting estimators of a behave more like Bayes estimators of the same 
r-
general form. Strawderman [1971] has exhibited Bayes estimators of the form 
(1-19) that have good frequency properties (i.e., are admissible, minimiax 
and therefore uniform improvements over T{X) = X when t > 5). Unfortunately 
r-r- r- -
his expression for w(X) is much more difficult to compute than w or w0 r- u ru 
and the improvement in estimation over these choices of w(X) is not substan-
-,-
tial. 
-7-
Lindley and Smith [1972] consider a general multivariate Normal problem 
using compound priors, and they apply the general theory to examples in 
experimental design and regression analysis. Since explicit expressions 
for the posterior mean, (1-16), are quite difficult to derive for standard 
situations such as when T-l has a scaled inverted x2 distribution and A has 
,-
~ multivariate Normal distribution, Lindley and Smith focus on modal estimates 
of a, which are more or less of the same form as (1-16). Cleveland (this 
r-
volume), and Zellner and Vandaele (this volume) have considered related 
problems. 
B •. Outline of the remainder of the paper 
In Section 2, we discuss one- and two-stage Bayesian estimators of the 
vector of cell probabilities of·a multinomial variable. These estimators 
correspond to the smoothing of multinomial data by adding pseudo-counts. As 
in the case of the multivariate Normal mean discussed above, the form of the 
two-stage Bayes estimators suggests that the parameters in the one-stage 
Bayesian approach should be estimated from the data. Drawing an analogy with 
the James-Stein result, we would then expect the resulting estimators to have 
improved frequency properties when tis large. 
In Section 3, we derive several near-Bayesian estimators of the multi-
nomial parameter using techniques similar to those discussed above for the 
multivariate Normal mean. The exact evaluation of the risk functions of 
these new estimators is not possible, and, in order to arrive at a basis for 
comparing them, in Section 4 we derive asymptotic approximations to these . 
risk functions that hold for large N, large t and moderate N/t--large, sparse 
multinomials. In Section 5, we prove that one of the estimators in Section 3 
has the uniformly smallest dominant term in the expansion of its risk function, 
among all estimators of a particular class. 
.. 
j,-
' \ 
-8-
Section 6 deals briefly with possible extensions of this work, especially 
to the problem of incorporating the cross-classification structure of a two-
way contingency table into the estimation of its cell probabilities. The 
final section applies 10 different estimators described in this paper to a 
14 by 14 occupational mobility table. 
2. Bayesian Estimation of a Multinomial Parameter 
We assume throughout the rest of this paper that ~· = ( X 1 , ... , Xt) has 
a multinomial distribution with parameter ,.e.' = (p1 , ... , pt)' and we let 
N =EX .. We denote this sampling model by 
l. 
Xrvl)'Jt (N, p) 
r-- '- ,-
The parameter p takes values in the probability simplex 
r-
: p. > 0, E p. = l}. 
l. l. 
(2-1) 
We denote the center of St by~= (t-1 , .•• , t-1 ). As usual, we use,! to 
denote both the random variable and the value it assumes. The likelihood 
function for this multinomial problem is 
R,( p I X) = 
,- r- (1) II p. Xi . 1. , 1. 
where (1) denotes the multinomial coefficient. 
A. A one-stage Bayesian approach 
(2-2) 
The conjugate family of priors for the likelihood (2-2) is the Dirichlet 
family, whose densities have the form 
f(_e I k, ,c) = G(JW ~ p /Ai-l 
where K > 0, ~ £ St and 
G(K» = 
r(K) 
rrr( KA.) 
. l. 
l. 
(2-3) 
(2-4) 
-9-
We denote this model by 
prvfft (K, A) 
r- ,-
(2-5) 
If the prior is If (K, A) then the posterior distribution is easily shown 
t r"' 
to be /1 (K+N, (X+KA\/(K+N)). The moments of a Dirichlet distribution may 
t r- r:J 
be expressed as 
E(TI p.ai I K, A)= 
. 1 ,-
(2-6) 
l. 
(see Wilks [1962] or Watson [1965]). From (2-6) we see that the prior and 
posterior means of pare given by 
,-.,, 
E(p I K, A)= A (prior mean) 
r- ,- ,-
(2-7) 
· N K ( ) E~ I i,, K, ,l) = N+K ~/N) + N+K A- (posterior mean) . 2-8 
For a geometrical discussion of K when A= c, see Fienberg and Holland [1972]. 
r- ,.., 
We note the similarity between (2-8) and the corresponding expression for the 
Normal distribution, (1-4). 
A Bayesian would specify Kand A on the basis of his prior information. 
r-
This specification can be aided by the following interpretation of (2-8). 
We may regard the posterior mean of pas the estimate of p with prior infor-
r- r-
mat ion and regard,YN as the estimate without prior information. Thus, K 
may be interpreted as the prior sample size and A as the prior estimate of~-
When we have prior information in the form of a previous set of data, we 
might wish to take as our prior a Dirichlet with K equal to the sample size 
of this data and A equal to an estimate of p. Watson [1965] discusses some 
r- r-
re 1 ate d cell estimation problems when the number of cells in the table is 
increased (or decreased) from one sample to the next. 
In addition to its Bayesian interpretation, the right-hand-side of (2-8) 
- -10-
also illustrates a well-known method for "smoothing" multinomial data. The 
data, X/N, is shrunk towards a "smooth" probability vector, 11., by a convex 
r- r-
weight, N/(N+K). This is the same as adding K11.. "pseudo-counts" to X. and 
.1. ' .l 
normalizing by the new total, N+K. The latter device is a standard way of 
~ removing zero counts in contingency tables. A popular choice of parameters 
in this situation is 11. = c and K = t/2, which corresponds to "adding 1/2" to 
,- r-
each count. We call K the smoothing constant and regard A as a device for 
r-
allocating a fraction of K to each cell of the multinomial. "Adding 1/2" is 
an example of a data-independent smoothing constant. Below we see that data-
dependent smoothing constants, that are functions of X, can also arise from 
r-
Bayesian models. 
B. A two-stage Bayesian approach 
Just as the class of Normal priors can be widened by compounding on the 
prior parameters, so can the Dirichlet family be usefully expanded by com-
pounding on K, 11., or both. In this two-stage Bayesian approach we assume 
r-
that 
p I K, 11.f'Vb_t (K, A) 
,- rJ ,- (2-9) 
and that (K, ,1) is given a joint density function, <f>(K, ~). The resulting 
prior for pis a mixture of Dirichlets (or a compound Dirichlet distribution). 
r-
If <f>(K, 11.) is a degenerate distribution concentrated on a single value of 
' r-
(K, 11.), then the prior reduces to the ordinary b.t (K, 11.) distribution dis-
r- ,-
cussed above. 
We observe that, because of the similarity between (2-8) and (1-4), the 
expression for the posterior mean of pis formally identical to that derived 
,-
fore in the Normal example ((1-16), (1-17), and (1-18)). Thus, we have 
~ 
E(p Ix)= rE(p Ix, K, 11.) <1> (K, A Ix) dK dA , (2-10, 
,- ,... J' r- ,-, ,- ,- ,... ,-
--11-
where ~(K, A I X) denotes the 
't' ,- ,- ' 
posterior density of (K, A). 
,-
where 
and 
N 
E(p 1 X) = --
,..... · r- , N+K(X) 
r-
K(X) = 
E(ri!K 
,-
E{N!K 
(X/N) 
,.... 
1,e) 
It) 
A. ( X) = 
E( \ N!K I,!) 
l. ,-
E( N!K I ,! ) 
+ 
K{,!) 
N+K(X) 
c-
A (X) 
r- r-
Hence, we get 
( 2-11) 
(2-12) 
(2-13) 
As in the Normal example, A.(X) does not depend on X if q,(K, A) concentrates l.r- r- ,-
all of its mass on a specific value of A. Good [1967] derives a similar ex-
·• ,-
press ion for E{p I X) for the case of A= c. 
. ,.... ,- ~ ~ 
Under this two-stage prior the Bayes estimate of p (assuming quadratic 
,-
loss) is again a convex shrinking of the data towards a probability vector. 
Wnlike the one-stage case, both the smoothing constant Kand the 11 smooth 11 
probability vector, A, may now depend on the data, X. In general this depen-
, r- r-
den c eon X through expressions (2-12) and (2-13) is computationally intractable. 
r-
- In the next section we consider data-dependent smoothing constants that are 
easier to compute than {2-12), but which nevertheless result in estimators of 
... 
p that have generally better frequency properties than the "unsmoothed 
~ 
estimator", X/N. 
. ,..,_,, 
We end this section with a few comments about the estimator p = X/N. 
r- ,-
It is the unique, minimum-risk, unbiased estimator of p but it is not minimax 
,-
(relative to squared-error loss). The unique, minimax estimator is a Bayes 
estimator of the form (2-8) with K = fi and A = c (see Steinhaus [1957] and 
. ,- ,-
--
. 
... 
.. 
I 
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Trybula [1958]). On the other hand, pis admissible (see Johnson [1971]) so 
,-
that there is no hope of a uniform improvement over p. The reason pis 
r- r-
ad miss i b 1 e, however, stems from how well it does for very extreme values of 
p. If the loss function is 
r-
L(T, p) = Nfl T - p II 2 
r- ,- r- r-
(2-14) 
then the risk {expected loss) of pis easily shown to be 
,-
R( P, P) = 1 - U P 11 2 
,- ,- rw 
(2-15) 
If p has one positive coordinant (an extreme value of p), then the risk of p 
r- ~ ~ 
is zero. In S~ction 4, we show that when.tis large and N/t is moderate then 
certain choices of data-dependent smoothing constants lead to improved esti-
mators of ,.e, provided that rE is not near the extreme values of St. 
3. Examples of Data-Dependent Smoothing Constants 
In this section we motivate three specific data-dependent smoothing 
constants for the case when A is a fixed, specified vector (e.g., A= c). 
,.._ ,- r-
We also introduce a general class of data-dependent smoothing constants ~{A). 
r-
In Section 4C we investigate the frequency properties of estimators of p 
r-
based on these smoothing constants. 
A. The Method of Marginal Moments 
Suppose we adopt the one-stage Bayesian approach of Section 2A. Then 
the marginal distribution of Xis 
. r-
P{X = x I K, A} = J P{X = x I p} f{p I K, ,_A) do 
,- ,- r- ,- r- r- r- r-
= ( N) Jrr p. Xi G( KA) IT p. KAj- l do 
X . l. r- . l. ~ 
,- l. l. 
=(1) G(K~ w - G( KA+x) 
r-r-
(3-1) 
-
.. 
-.. ~ 
-• 
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Expressions (3-1) and (2-4) show the explicit dependence of the marginal 
distribution of X on the parameters (K, A) of the prior. For the remainder 
, r- r-
of this section we shall be concerned with this marginal distribution. As 
mentioned earlier, we assume >.. to be a specified vector while we regard K as· 
r-
unknown' and in need of estimation. 
Good [1965] suggests that the maximum likelihood estimate of K relative 
to the density (3-1) be used as a smoothing constant. It is evident from 
(3-1) that, in general, this maximum likelihood estimate of K can only be 
found using a computer. 
Good also suggests basing a method of moments estimator of Kon the 
sample "repeat rate" statistic 
1 t 
s = -- L X. (X.-1) 
N(N-1) i=l 1 1 
(3-2) 
As this approach results in a more tractable estimate of K than the previously 
mentioned maximum likelihood approach, we present further details here. 
Good calls S the "sample repeat rate" because its conditional expectation 
t 
given pis [ p~, which is the probability that two independent observations 
,- i=l 1. 
drawn from the distribution p1 , ... , pt are tied (i.e., the population repeat 
rate). We are interested in the unconditional expected value of S. It is well 
known that 
E(X I p) = Np , 
,- ,- ,-
(3-3) 
and Cov( X I o) = N ( D - p ' p) , 
-,- /'- p ,-,- (3-4) 
where D is the di agona 1 matrix based on p. Now using ( 2-6) , we get 
p r-
E(o I K, A) = A , 
"" ,- ,-
(3-5) 
and (3-6) 
--
-
-14-
Combining (3-3) and (3-5) we have 
E(X I K, A) k E(Ef X I o) I K, A) 
,- r- ~ r- r-
= E(~ I K, ~) , 
(3-7) 
or 
E(X I K, A)= NA . 
,- r- ,-
(3-8) 
To compute Cov(X I K, A) we make use of the rule that "the marginal ,.., ,-
covariance equals the mean of the conditional covariance plus the covariance 
of the conditional mean. 11 Thus, 
Cov(i I K,~) = E(Cov(,! l,e) I K,,a) + Cov(E¼ l,e) I K,~) 
= E(N(D - p' p) I K, A) + Cov(No I K, A) (3-9) p r-r- r- r- r-
= N{DA - E~' ,£ I ~, ~) + K~l (DA - A1 )_)} • 
Since 
E(,e. 1 j!.. I K, A) = CovS£ I K, A-) + ~· t , (3-10) 
if we c9mbine terms in (3-9), we have 
Cov(,! I K, ~) = ~!~ N( DA - ~ 1 ~) ( 3-11) 
Resolving (3-11) into the corresponding marginal variances and correla-
tions we find: 
K+N NA. (1-A.) (3-12) Var(Xi) = K+l 1 .l 
p(X., X .) = J, Ai A . and _J_ (3-13) 
.1 J 1-X. 1-A . 
.l J 
Hence we see that up to the level of second moments, the distribution of X 
,-
depends on K only through the variances of the X .. This suggests that the 
.l 
... 
-
-
. 
... -
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us~ of the sample repeat rate is quite reasonable, but it also suggests we 
consider other quadratic functions of the X .. We do not examine the effect 
l. 
of other quadratic functions of the X. in this paper. 
' .l. 
We now compute the ·unconditional expected value of S, i.e., 
1 
E(S I K, A)= -- L E(X~ I K, A) 
r- N(N-1) i 1 ,- (3-14) N-1 
Using (3-8) and (3-12) in (3-14), after some algebraic manipulation we obtain 
1 + KE A~ 
E(S) = .l. (3-15) 
1 + K 
Solving for K yields 
1 - E(S) 
K = (3-16) 
E(S) - EA~ 
l. 
A 
We obtain the 11 method of marginal moments" estimate of K, KMMM' by substi-
tuting S for E(S) in (3-16) and simplifying the result. This yields 
N2 - EX~ 
A .l. 
K =---------
MMM EX~ - N(N-1) EA~ - N 
l. .l. 
( 3-17) 
A 
When ~ ~ ~, the center of St' KMMM reduces to 
N2 - EX~ 
A .l. 
KMMM = 
EX~ - N(N + t-1)/t 
.l. 
= ( 3-18) 
B. Estimates of the Optimal Smoothing Constant 
We now derive two more data-dependent choices of K for)_ specified. To 
~o this we con~entrate on the condi ti ona 1 di stri buti on oft given ,e, which 
~e take, as usual, to be multinomial. We continue to use squared-error loss 
for evaluating different estimators of p, so that the risk function of a generic 
,-
--
.. 
. -
.. 
I 
estimator, T, is 
r-
-16-
t 
R(T, p) = N E II T - p 11 2 = N [ E (T. - p.) 2 • 
,- r- r- ,- i=l l. l. 
Suppose we consider estimates of p of the fonn, 
,-
A N K 
;!_( K, ~) = N+K ¼IN) + N+K ~ ' 
where K > 0 and A is a probability vector with non-zero components. 
- r-
A A 
function for q = q(K, A) is 
r- r- ,-
" l N ~ 2 ( K ) 2 R(,9.., ,£ > = \N+KJ { 1 - 11 ,e. 11 2 > + N+K N n ,e -~ 11 2 
(3-19) 
(3-20) 
The risk 
(3-21) 
{Fienberg and Holland [1970]). If we differentiate (3-21) in Kin order to 
minimize the risk for a specified A and particular value of p, we obtain 
r- r-
We regard K0{p, A) as the optimal choice of K for a given A. It is a param-,.., ,., f'V 
eter that we proceed to estimate in two different ways. 
Maximum Likelihood Estimate of K0 (,e, ~) 
Since K0 {p, A) is a function of p, its maximum likelihood estimate is ,- ,- fW 
found by replacing ,e. by,€ = i/N, yielding 
or 
A A A 
KOml = ( 1 - II p 11 2 ) / II p - A II 2 
A 
r- ,- r-
N2 - E X2 i 
K =-----------Oml EX~ - 2N EX. A.+ N2 EA~ 
l. l. l. l. 
A 
When A = ~, the center of St' K0ml reduces to 
N2 - EX~ 
A .l 
KOml = 
1: X~ - N2/t 
.l 
(3-23) 
(3-24) 
(3-25) 
.. 
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This maximum li~elihood estimate of K0~, ):) should not be confused 
with the maximum likelihood estimate of K mentioned in the previous section, 
because they maximize different likelihood functions. 
Ratio Unbiased Estimate of K0 (p, A) r- ,-
It is impossible to obtain an unbiased estimator of ~0 (,e.,~) since (3-22) 
is a rational function of p, but it is possible to obtain uhbiased estimators 
,-
of both the numerator and denominator separately. Define 01 ~) and 02 ~,e) by 
(3-26) 
and 
(3-27) 
Thus, K0 (,e., A.) depends on ,e only through 01 and 02 i.e., 
(3-28) 
As stated in Section 3A, an unbiased estimate of 01 is given by the sample 
repeat rate, 
1 
s = EX.(X.-1) (3-29) 
N(N-1) • 1. 1. 1. 
Therefore, unbiased estimates of the numerator and denominator of K0 (p, A) r- r-
are given by 
1 - S (3-30) 
and 
S - (2/N) EX.A.+ EA~ 
1. l. l. 
(3-31) 
respectively. Taking the ratio of (3-30) to (3-31) and simplifying the result 
produces the 11 ratio unbiased 11 estimate of K0 (,e_,,.6), 
-... 
... 
I 
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N2 - EX~ 
A l. 
K =----------------
Dru EX~ - 2(N-1) EX.A.+ N(N-1) EA~ - N 
l. l. l. l. 
( 3-32) 
A 
When ,! = ,s_, the center of St, Koru reduces to 
N2 - EX~ 
A l. 
K =---------Oru EX~ - N(N + t - 1)/t 
l. 
(3-33) 
" " 
so that K and K are identical in this case. Dru "'MMM 
C. A General Class of Data-Dependent Smoothing Constants,t:(A) 
A A A . 
The forms of ~MM' K0m1 and Koru given_ in (3-17), (3-24) and (3-32) are 
similar, and they suggest we consider a class of data-dependent smoothing 
constants that contains each as a special case. We define the class~ (A) as 
follows: 
a<NJ + b Ex~ 
l. 
CL x~ + d(N) L X.A. + e(N) EA~ 
l. l. l. l. 
} ( 3-34) 
wh~re band care constants and a<NJ, d(NJ, e<NJ and f(NJ are polynomials in 
N of the form 
a (N) = a N2 + a N + a 1 2 3 
d (N) = d1 N + d2 (3-35) 
e (N} 
= e N2 + e N + e 1 2 3 
f(N) 
= f1 N + f2 
The constants {a.}, b, c , {d.}, {e.}, and {f.} are all assumed to be inde-
1. l. l. l. 
pendent of N, t, ;c_ and ,e.. Tab 1 e 3-1 shows the va 1 ues of the constants in ~ ~) 
that yield ~MM' K0ml and Koru· 
... 
' 
' 
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Table 3-1 {page 37) goes here 
We obtain a wide class of estimators of p by considering those of the 
form 
N 
q. = ~ 
,- N+K 
,-
~ ' 
(X/N) + - A 
,- N+K ,- (3-36) 
where K is an e 1 ement of r: {) .. ) . Unfortunately, we cannot show that any of 
-,-
the Bayesian smoothing constants given by the two-stage Bayesian approach are 
elements of~ (A). It is probable that some elements of~ (A) approximate 
-,- ,-
these Bayesian smoothing constants. In Section 4C we give an approximation 
to the risk function of q in (3-36) that holds when N and tare both large. 
,-
4. The Asymptotics of Large Sparse Multinomials 
A. Notation and Assumptions 
We wish to compare the risk functions of various estimators of p, 
,-
including the highly non-linear estimators given by (3-36) where KE~(A). 
r-
Since the risk functions of these estimators are, in general, too complicated 
for useful exact comparisons, we shall make approximate risk calculations 
that hold for large N and t. We refer to the framework we shall presently 
introduce as the aymptotics of large, sparse multinomials (L.S.M.), because 
it applies when N and tare both large but o = N/t is moderate. By letting 
o + 00 we may also obtain results for the usual asymptotic framework, where 
N + 00 and t remains fixed; however, we do not focus on the usual asymptotic 
framework here (see Fienberg and Holland [1970, 1973] for details). 
If we let t + 00 as well as N, then instead of a single probability 
vector, p, we must consider an infinite sequence of probability vectors whose 
,-
dimensions increase without bound. We choose to simplify the structure of 
- . 
• > 
' \ 
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the situation by "binding together" the probability vectors in this infinite 
sequence via the following device. Let p(.) be a probability density function 
on [O, l]. For each t, we let 
pi = t - JP ( i : ½) i = i , 2 , ••• , t. (4-1) 
Strictly speaking, the {p.} defined in (4-1) should depend explicitly on t 
.l 
(i.e., p. t) but we do not use this notation here. Furthermore, the vector 
.1 , 
,.e = (p1 , ... -, pt) defined by (4-1) is not necessarily an element of the 
probability simplex, St, because the pi need not sum to one. If p(.) is 
sufficiently smooth, however, standard results in numerical integration 
(Davis and Rabinowitz, [1967]) show that 
t p. = 
i =1 .1 t (i - ½) J, p -- t-1 = p{x)dx + o(t-1 ) i=l t . 0 -
(4-2) 
Hence the p. sum to unity as t + 00 with an error that is small compared to 
.1 
t-1 . As will become evident, this is sufficient for our purposes. 
Let A(.) be a second probability density on [O, l], and set 
Ai= t-lA (i : ½) i = 1, ... , t. ( 4-3) 
By assuming that both p{.) and A(.) have continuous second-derivatives we 
have, for a, a> o, that 
Thus, we may replace summations involving p, and A. by integrals involving 
.1 .1 
p{.) and A(.). 
-
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B. Some Examples of LSM Asymptotics 
We now go through some simple calculations using the LSM asymptotics 
developed in Section 4A. Our purpose is to give the reader a feeling for the 
type of result that emerges in some simple situations.· 
The risk of X/N. 
,-
While we may easily calculate the exact risk function of the estimator 
A 
,£ = ;YN ( 4-5) 
we need its LSM approximation for later comparison with other estimators. 
This approximation is found as follows: 
R(e, o) = I: p. - I: p~ 
,- ;- • l. • l. 
l. l. 
= f 1 p{x)dx + o{t-1 ) - t-~ f 1 p2 (x)dx + o{t-2) 
0 - 0 -
= 1 - t-1 Jp2 + ~(t-1 ) as t-+- 00 • (4-6) 
Henceforth, as in (4-6), we omit references to x, dx and the integration 
limits in all expressions using integrals. Equation (4-6) is prototypic of 
all LSM asymptotic expansions of risk functions in this paper. There is a 
dominant term (1 in this case), a t-1 term, and a remainder that is small 
compared to t-1 . 
The risk of adding a to each cell. 
An often suggested method for smoothing contingency tables is to add a 
constant {e.g., 1, .5 or .25) to every cell. (See Good [1965] and Fienberg 
and Holland [1970] for references.) If we add a to each cell, we get the 
Bayes estimator 
N at 
q(a) = q{at, c) = p + -- c 
r- r- r- N + at ,- N + at ,-
{4-7) 
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From (3-21) we may derive the LSM approximation to the exact risk function 
of q(a) as 
(4-8) 
(4-9) 
The dominant term of (4-9), contained in braces, may be compared with the 
dominant term in (4-6). It is a linear function of the quantity 
D = o[ /p 2 - 1] • ( 4-10) 
Dis always non~negative and can be made as large as we please by a suitable 
choice of p(.). Hence the dominant term of (4-9) will exceed that of (4-6) 
if Dis large enough. This implies that the common practice of "adding ½11 
is not a good idea in general, as it can produce an estimator whose risk is 
larger than that of p, even for values of p that are not extreme. 
,- ,-
Risk of the minimax estimator. 
Trybula [1958] shows that the estimator of p that minimizes the maximum 
r-
value of its risk function under quadratic loss is 
A A,C- ./N A 1 
~a.t = ,.9.(vN, {:) = r:: ,e + r:: !:,. • 
· -./N + 1 iN + 1 
( 4-11) 
A 
The estimator ,.Ev is the unique minimax estimator of ,.e and has constant risk 
(over the entire simplex), i.e., 
(4-12) 
- -23-
If we expand (4-12) out to order t-1 we obtain a formula analogous to (4-6) 
and ( 4-9): 
(4-13) 
We see that the dominant term of (4-13) is uniformly smaller than that of 
(4-6) but for large values of-fi"the improvement is negligible. 
Risk of using the optimal smoothing constant. 
In Section 38, we introduced the optimal smoothing constant, K0~,,!), 
given in (3-22). We now put K0 into the risk function (3-21) to obtain a 
lower bound on the risk function for any estimator of the form (3-20). A 
little algebra reveals that 
( 4-14) 
Now the LSM expansion of K0 (,e., ;:) is given by 
1 - 11,.e 11 2 1 - t-1 fp 2 + o(t-2) 
K {p, A)=---=-------
o ~ ,e. - Alf 2 t-1 f{p - A)2 + o(t-2) 
{
1 - t-1 Jp2 + o(t-2)} 
= N O I ( p - A) 2 + ~{ t - l) 
(4-15) 
where 
D = o f{p - A) 2 • (4-16) 
Note that Din (4-16) is identical to Din (4-10) when A= 1. We obtain a 
LSM expansion of the lower bound given in (4-14) by substituting (4-15) into 
(4-14) and simplifying. This yie'lds 
mtn R{,i{K,l)' ,.e> = D ~ l - t-1(0 ~ f /P2 + o{t-1) . ( 4-17) 
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From (4-17) we see that the dominant term of this lower bound is D/(D + 1). 
In the next subsection we show that estimators of the form (3-20) with a 
" data-dependent K can actually achieve this lower bound on the dominant term 
of the ri.sk function. 
C. The risk of using the smoothing constants in -ze(A) • 
. Applying LSM asymptotics to the risk of estimators of the form 
" " N " K q(K, A)= ,.. p + ,.. A 
r- ,- N+K ,- N+K ,- (4-18) 
where KE~ (A), Sutherland [1973] has proved the following result: 
,-
Theorem 4-1: If A is a fixed probability vector, q(K, A) is of the form 
-r- - ,- r-
(4-18), and KE~ (A), then the risk of the estimator q = q(K, A' is given by: 
r- r-r-;.:;,., 
(4-19) 
o o o ) ( -1) + -t cr 2 (p) S - - cr2 (A) S - - cr(A, p S + o t , 5 t 6 t 7 -
where 
(4-20) 
( 4-21) 
S = (A4 + 2a A3 + a (a - 4c)A2 - 2a c(2a + c)A - 2a2 c2 2 1 11 1 1 1 (4-22) 
(4-23) 
(4-24) 
S = 4a c(A2 + cA - 3c(A - a D) + a (c - a ))/(a + A) 4 5 1 · 1 1 1 1 (4-25) 
1-' 
-i 
-
.. 
... 
6--' 
.. 
l.,i 
al 
I 
lali 
-
.-1 
~ 
.., 
'-I 
lai 
a.I 
.... 
I-
' .... 
~ 
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s6 = a1d1 (2A2 - d1A + 3d1 (A - a1D) - a1(2a1 + d1))/(a1 + A)
4 
, 
s7 = 2a1 ((2c - d1 )A2 - 2cd1A + 6cd1 (A - a1D) 
- a1(2c(a1 + d1 ) - a1d1 ))/(a1 + A)
4 
, 
and 
A = c + f 1 + co J p2 + di° {Ap + e i° I>? , 
D = o / ( A - p) 2 , 
02 ( P) = I P3 _ < f P2) 2 
a 2 ( A) = /A 2 p - ( /AP) 2 , 
cr(A, p) = /AP 2 - fp 2 J'Ap • 
(4-26) 
( 4-27) 
(4-28) 
(4-29) 
(4-30) 
(4-31) 
(4-32) 
The proof of this result is straightforward but tedious and is omitted. 
To o(l), Theorem 4-1 shows that we may express the risk of estimators 
based on smoothing constants in the class~ (A) as 
a2 D + A2 
R(q, p} = 1 + o(l) 
,- ,- (a + A) 2 -
1 
(4-33) 
The class~ (A) contains the three special cases developed in Section 3: fV 
Kom1' Koru and~~~· Applying (4-33) using the values in Table 3-1 we obtain: 
R(,9_(K0m1' ,6)' ,e) = 
D2 + 3D + 1 
(D + 2) 2 + ~(1) (4-34) 
"' "' D R(,9_(KOru'A},,e) = D + 1 + o(l) (4-35) 
and 
"' "' D + A2 R(q(f<.ty~, A), p) = --- + o(l) , 
r-- . . f"tJ (A + 1)2 - (4-36) 
t.L 
~ 
~ 
.. 
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where A= o/p2 - o/A2 • We observe that the dominant term of (4-35) is identi-
cal to the dominant term of the lower bound given in (4-17). Thus the ratio 
unbiased estim~tor of K0 , Koru given by (3-32), leads to an est~mator of ,.e. 
whose risk function possesses a LSM dominant term equal to the LSM dominant 
term of the optimal smoothing constant which minimizes the risk function among 
all Bayes estimators of the form (3-20). 
5. Optimal Smoothing Constants in the Class,~~) 
In this section we show that 
(5-1) 
is the uniform lower-bound on the dominant term of (4-19) over the class, 
Once again, our estimators are of the form: 
I\ 
I\ A A N A K 
q=nfK,A)= l\,e_+ ,..A, 
,- r> r-1 N + K N + K""' 
(5-2) 
where KE: ~(A). 
,-
A 
In Section 4C we showed that to £(1), the risk of q is 
expressible as 
R(q, p) = S
0 
+ o(l) , (5-3) 
r- ,- -
a2 D + A2 
where s = 1 (5-4) 
o ( a + A) 2 
1 
and D = o/(p - A) 2 , (5-5) 
A= c + f + co/p2 + d o/Ap + e o/A2 1 1 1 (5-6) 
=A*+ D , 
with 
A*= c + f + (c - l)o/p2 + (d· + 2)o/pA + (e - l)o/A2 • 1 1 1 (5-7) 
-
\. 
. 
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s0 is therefore dependent on p(.), A(.), o and the constants a1 , c, d1 , e1 
~nd f 1 • 
First we show that O ~ 1 is a lower bound for S0 , and then we show that 
there is a unique choice of constants a1 , c, d1 , e1 and f 1 that makes S0 
equal to this lower bound. 
Theorem 5-1: S0 , defined by (5-3) to (5-7), is uniformly bounded from below 
D ~ D + 1 • 
Proof: Assume not. Then there is a choice of p(.), A(.), o and the constants 
a1 , c, d1 , e1 and f1 such that the following strict inequality holds 
Then 
or 
D 
So< D + 1 
a~D +(A*+ D) 2 D 
< D + 1 ' (a1 +A*+ 0) 2 
(A*+ D(l - a1 )) 2 < 0. 
Thus, the strict inequality of (5-8) is impossible. II 
(5-8) 
(5-9) 
A. 
We know from (4-35) that Koru is based on constants a1 , c, d1 , e1 and f1 
such that 
(5-10) 
We wish to show this choice of the constants is the only one whose resulting 
risk has an LSM dominant term of D ~ 1 . 
We start by examining the implications of (5-10) for a1 . Expression 
(5-10) demands for all p(.), A(.) and o that 
a2 D + A2 1 
----= (al+ A)2 
D 
D + 1 ' 
... 
... 
which implies that 
( a 1 D - A) 2 = 0 • 
Expression (5-11) is equivalent to 
wh~re 
a = a * 1 1 
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( 5-11) 
(5-12) 
For a1 to be a possible value for a1 in ~(,}J it must be independent of p(.), 
A(.) and o. We show that if this is true, then it detennines unique values 
for c, d1 , e1 and f1 and that a1 is a constant only if c, d1 , e1 and f1 assume 
these values. 
Without loss of generality when assuming a1 is a constant we may assume 
• it equals one, since any other non-zero value could be divided out of both 
-
-
A 
the numerator and denominator of K. 
Theorem 5-2: a~= 1 for all p(.), A(.) and o if and only if c = 1, d1 = -2, 
e1 = 1 and f1 = -1. 
Proof: (i) If a*= 1 for all p(.), A(.) and o, then (5-12) implies that 1 
1 = 
c + f + co f p2 + d of Ap + e of A 2 1 1 1 
• and hence 
(5-13) 
- Equation (5-13) may be regarded as a linear polynomial in the three 
teit variables 
-
X = O /p2 , 
y = o fAp , 
z = ofA2 • 
( 5-14) 
-~ 
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As oranges over the positive real numbers, and p{.) and A(.) range over the 
~et of all density functions on [O, 1], x, y and z are linearly independent. 
Therefore (5-13) holds only if the coefficients of this linear polynomial 
are all equal to zero. Hence we conclude 
c = 1 d = -2 e = 1 and f = -c = -1 
' 1 ' 1 1 • (5-15) 
(ii) If (5-15) holds then by substituting these values in (5-12) we have 
a1 = 1 for a 11 p{.) , A(.) and o. II 
The uniqueness of the constants a1 , c, d1 , e1 and f1 derives from the 
following considerations. First, in order for the lower bound to be obtained 
a1 must equal a1 in (5-12). Second, in order for a1 to be a bona fi~e value 
of a1 it must be independent of p{.), A(.) and o. Third, from Theorem 5-2 
this occurs if and only if c, d
1
, e1 and f1 take on the specified values 
(implying that a1 = 1). 
If we use the values a1 = 1, c = 1, d1 = -2, e1 = 1 and f1 = -1 in the 
risk expression (4-19) and the associated terms (4-20) to (4-27), then the 
LSM approximation to the risk function becomes 
R( q, P) = o _ 1 [o3 + 2 02 - 40 - 2] I P2 
,- r- 0 + 1 t (O + 1)3 (5-16) 
The ~ in ( 5-16) is any i of the form ( 3-36) with KE ~ (» and the cons tan ts 
A 
a1 , c, d1 , e1 and f1 taking on the above values. The other constants in K 
are arbitrary. 
In light of this result we may review the LSM dominant terms for Kom1' 
A A A • 
Koru and ')_,~M· Of the three, only Koru actually attains the first order 
0 lower bound of O + 1 • Thus the estimator based on this smoothing constant 
--
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I 
will have smaller risk (when tis large) than any of the other estimators we 
have discussed. In Section 6, we again turn to ratio unbiased estimation to 
A 
choose a smoothing constant, K, for the more complex case in which A is no 
r-
longer a fixed probability vector, but depends on the data. 
Lastly, we should mention the need for a careful small sample analysis 
of the behavior of the various smoothing constants developed here so that 
something "less asymptotic" can be said about their respective behaviors. 
See Fienberg and Holland [1970 and 1973] for a discussion of small sample 
A 
properties of ~omi· 
6. _Sm_o_o_t_h_i _n g_C_o_ns_t_a_n_t_s_W_h_e_n ~ is Data-De pendent 
A desire to smooth a given set of data towards a smoother fitted struc-
ture motivates our interest in using data-dependent values of A as well as K. 
r- . 
Examples of such procedures are smoothing a given histogram towards a fitted 
Normal or Poisson distribution, and smoothing a given two-way contingency table 
towards a smoother structure such as the fitted values under the assumption 
A 
of independence. Such procedures create a value, A-(X), for /4, from the data. 
A An obvious method for incorporating a data-dependent A would be to 
r-
substitute A for~ in our previously developed smoothing constants R0ml, 
A A A 
Koru and~~~· Provided that the variability of 'A- is small compared to that 
for ,e. = JdN, such a procedure should give results analogous to those of the 
corresponding fixed~ cases. While we have developed no theory to support 
this analogy, it appears that particularly when smoothing towards a fitted 
histogram with large N and t this "substitution method" provides an adequate, 
I 
quick and easy method to generate smoothed estimators of p. As a first 
,.,... 
• 
approach to the case of a data-dependent j_. we define the following smoothing 
\ 
constants: 
-\.. • 
~ 
~ 
-
w 
---
--
-
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N2 - EX~ A A 1 K ( A) = A 2 
om1 r- E(X. - NAi) 
1 
(6-1) 
KOru (J) 
N2 - EX~ 
- 1 
- A A t 
EX~ - 2(N-l) EX.A.+ N(N-l)EA~ - N 
1 1 1 1 
(6-2) 
N2 - EX~ A A 1 
K (A) = ""2 • 
-~MM r- EX~_ N(N-l)EAi - N 
1 
(6-3) 
A A 
A second approach to choosing a K when using a data-dependent A is to 
r-
- estimate the value of K which minimizes the risk of resulting estimator of p. 
e 
et 
-
-
-
i.i 
._I 
r-
The estimators are now of the form 
A N A K "" 
~. = N + K ,E. + N + K ~ ' (6-4) 
~nd their risk is given by 
R ( q, p) = NE II q - p 112 • 
r- ,- r- ,-
(6-5) 
Setting the derivative of (6-5) with respect to K equal to zero and 
solving gives the optimal K as 
E(t (P. - ~.HP. - P. )) 
·-1 1 1 1 1 
Ko(,e_) = N lt . 
E (~ ( p . - t )( p . - ~ . ) ) /..a 1. 1 1 1 
i=l 
(6-6) 
• Letting E(~(x)) = 1.(p) = A, and writing Ea.b. as (a, b' we may express (6-6) 
. -,- ,- r- . 1 1 -,- p 
1 
as 
~ 
Ko(p) = 1 - I ,e. B
2 
- NE~, ,v + N{,e; ~) 
11,_e - ~ 11 2 + E II t II 2 - II ,t 11 2 - E i, ,V + ~, l) (6-7) 
... 
-'-J -32-
lil!!II 
To actually use (6-7) we must be able to evaluate the quantities 
... 
~(,e) = C\ (,e_)' A2 (,e_) ' .•. ' At (,e_)) ' 
- U p - A 112 ' 
,- r-
.. 
( p' A) 
r- r- ' 
.. U/!-H2 
-
A A 
E(p, A) , 
r- r-
-
A 
E II A 02 r- . 
_. In a two-dimensional contingency table (X .. ) we can evaluate the 
. 1J 
quantities in (6-8) through (6-13) when we take 
~ 
---
-
-
--
-
-
-
--
.. 
A A A 
A. JX) = (X ·+ X .)/N2 = p ·+P+J· • 1JY..:. 1 +J 1 
In this case (6-8) - (6-13) become 
A l 
A .. = E(A .. ) = -N ((N - l)p.+p+. + p .. ) , 1J · 1] 1 J 1] 
u ,e -.~Y = (N N 1)2 o , 
<,e, » = ( N N l ) H + ~ s ' 
n A 112 = (N - 1)2 S S + N - 1 2H + _l S ' r- N 1 2 N2 N2 
( 3) (2) 
E{p, ~\ = _N - H + _N_ (S + S + S ) + _l , 
r- P N3 N3 1 2 N2 
(6-8) 
(6-9) 
(6-10) 
( 6-11) 
(6-12) 
(6-13) 
(6-14) 
(6-15) 
(6-16) 
( 6-17) 
(6-18) 
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I N(4J N(3J Ell ~ f 2 = - S S + - (4H + S + S ) 
r- N4 1 2 N4 1 2 
(2) , 
+ _N_ (2S + 2S + 2S + 1) + -
3 
, 
N4 1 2 N 
where, 
D = I: ( p . . - p . +P+ . ) 2 
• • 1] 1 J 1 ,J 
H = E p .. p ·+P+. ' 
• • 1] 1 J 1 ,J 
s = E 
i ,j 
2 p .. 
1] 
(6-19) 
(6-20) 
(6-21) 
(6-22) 
(6-23) 
{6-24) 
(6-25) 
While s1s2 is simply the product of s1 and s2 we list it separately, since 
we take an unbiased estimate of S1S2 below. We note that 
• Substituting these values in {6-7), the optimal K0 (,e_) for the two-dimensional 
A 
table using the observed independence structure as~ is 
1 - o- - s1 - s2 + ~1s2 = _ ___,,,... ________________ _ 
D - ~3D - 2S + 2S1S2 ) + ~4D - 2S + 2S1S2 ) . 
{6-27) 
- "' .
--
--
.. 
-
-
.. 
-
.. 
.. 
... 
-
.. 
-
--
-
... 
-
_, 
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Now (6-27) can be estimated in two ways. We can use maximum likelihood 
" 
estimates for the components of (6-20) through (6-25) as we did for K0m1 and 
then use these in (6-27). This gives 
and 
" " " " )2 D = L ( p . . - pi +P + j 
• • l.J 
, ,J 
" H = tj " " " p .. p ·+P+. , l.J l. J 
~ " 2 s = .t... p ij 
1 ,J 
~" 2 SA : l.J pi+ 
1 i 
" t""" 2 
s2 =4p+i ' J 
A A A A A 
1 - D - S - S - S S 
" 1 2 1 2 
K2ml = fi - i{3fi - 2$ + 2$1$2) + !2(46 - 2$ + 2$1$2) 
(6-28) 
(6-29) 
{6-30) 
(6-31) 
(6-32) 
(6-33) 
On the other hand, we may use the ratio unbiased approach as we did for 
A . 
K0 and replace the numerator and denominator of (6-27) with their unbiased ru 
estimates. This approach estimates (6-20) through (6-25) by 
r- N " 2N2 A N4 " " N A A 
D = N-3 S - (N-2)(N-3) H + N(4J 5152 + (N-l)(N-3) (S1 + 52) 
N 
- (N-1 }(N-3) ' (6-34) 
,- N2 " 1 A A A 2 . 
H = , ... , o ... ,.,, (H - w(S + S1 + S2 ) + ;;-) , {6-35) 
("oJ 1 . A 
S = N- l (NS - 1) , (6-36) 
---
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(6-37) 
(6-38) 
(6-39) 
Substituting (6-34) - (6-39) in (6-27) gives the ratio unbiased estimator of 
K2(p) which we denote as K2 • r- ru 
For the case of a two-way table, we now have five different ways of 
"' "' obtaining a data-dependent smoothing constant K when A= A is also data-
. ,- ,-
"' A A A A A A A 
dependent. · These are -K0m1 (» , Koru (,1) , ~~M (,V , K2m1 and K2ru. At the 
present time, we do not have any results that allow us to distinguish between 
them as we did for the class.,:(» in the specified A--case. However, the 
success of the ratio unbiased approach in that case suggests that this approach 
is a contender here. Unfortunately, it is the most complicated to calculate 
unless a computer is used. In the next and final section we compare all five 
smoothing constants on a set of real data . 
. ._ 7. An Example 
The data in Table 7-1 come from Pearson [1904] via Good [1956], and give 
a cross-classification of the occupations of fathers and of their sons. The 
total number of cells is t = 196 and N = 775. Thus o = N/t = 3.95 and we 
would expect the LSM approximations of sections 4 and 5 to be valid. 
Table 7-1 (page 38) goes here 
Smoothing all cells equally. 
If we set J:_ = ,r:. in this case, then smoothing consists of adding the same 
.... 
.. 
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amount to each cell and renormalizing the result. Table 7-2 surrunarizes the 
values of K that would be used to smooth all cells equally for the five 
smoothing constants discussed in Section 3. 
Table 7-2 (page 39) goes here 
We see quite a range of values in Table 7-2. Given the approximate 
,... 
optimality of K0 we regard the minimax estimator as adding too few pseudo-ru 
counts while the traditional practice of "adding 1/2 11 appears to add a few 
too many. The difference between K0m1 and Koru does not appear to be very 
important in this example. 
Smoothing to preserve row and column totals. 
In order to preserve the row and column totals in the smoothed table, 
it is necessary to require that ). be data-dependent in such a way that 
,... 
One choice of A that does this is 
,-
,... 
A .. (X' = X.+X+ ./N2 
J.J ;,.:-, J. J (7-1) 
,... 
Fienberg and Holland [1970] discuss other possible choices of A in this case. 
r-
" " In Table 7-3 we give values of K for A given in (7-1). In this example 
" we see that there is general agreement among the various choices of K suggesting 
that it may sometimes be possible to avoid calculating estimates of the optimal 
v a 1 ue K2 ~.e) . 
Table 7-3 (page 40) goes here 
\ 
... 
~ 
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... 
Table 3-1 
--
I 
" " I " ... ~MM KOml K Oru 
tat 
a (N) N N I N 
b -1 -1 -1 
4.-
C 1 1 1 
ta 
d(N) I 0 I -2N I -2N+2 
-1 
e(N) I -N2+N I N2 I N2-N 
.. 
f(N) 
I -N I 0 I -N 
-
Values of constants in ~(A) that yield ~MM' K0m1 and Koru· 
-
--
... 
.. 
-
-' 
.. 
... 
... 
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Table 7-1 
Contingency Between the Occupations of Fathers and Sons0 
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) {x) {xi) (xii) {xiii) (xiv) 
(i) 28 0 4 0 0 0 3 3 0 3 1 5 2 50 
(ii) 2 51 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 62 
(iii) 6 5 7 0 9 I 3 6 4 2 l 1 2 7 54 
(iv) 0 12 0 6 5 0 0 l 7 l 2 0 0 10 44 
(v) 5 5 2 54 0 0 6 9 4 12 3 13 115 
{vi) 0 2 3 0 3 0 0 l 4 4 2 5 26 
... {vii) 17 l 4 0 14 0 6 11 4 3 3 17 7 88 
{viii) 3 5 6 0 6 0 2 18 13 8 s 69 
{ix) 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 l 4 0 2 4 19 
-
(x) 12 16 4 I IS 0 0 5 13 11 6 7 15 106 
(xi) 0 4 2 0 I 0 0 0 3 0 20 0 5 6 41 
{xii) I 3 l 0 0 0 0 l 6 2 1 18 
{xiii) 5 0 2 0 3 0 8 l 2 2 3 23 1 51 
{xiv) 5 3 0 2 6 0 3 l 0 0 1 9 32 
84 108 37 II 122 JS 64 69 24 51 23 74 86 775 
a Presented originally by Karl Pearson (1904). The labels (i) to (xiv) have the following 
significance: {i) army, (ii) art, (iii) teacher, clerk, civil servant, {iv) crafts, (v) divinity, 
{vi) agriculture, {vii) landownership, {viii) law, {ix) literature, (x) commerce, (xi) medicine, 
{xii) navy, {xiii) politics and court, {xiv) scholarship and science. Rows indicate 
fathers' occupations, columns indicate sons' occupatlons. 
i i 
w 
'l i 
. I 
l-1 
l I 
i I 
I ' 
w 
l I 
L1 
\ I 
'-' 
f 
A 
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Table 7-2 
Descrietion 
Minimax = fN 
"add one-half" = t/2 
A 
KO.ml 
A A 
~MM = K Oxu 
, 1 Values of K for data in Table 7-1 when A = c. 
\ I r- r-
t.J 
I 
\ I 
I 
'-' 
l I 
LJ 
, I 
i 
i.J 
i I l ' l-1 
! ! 
I ' u 
i I 
u 
I / U· 
I, I 
\ ': 
w 
I I 
\ ! 
t.J 
j i 
' I 6.J 
I I ! I 
w 
A 
K 
27.8 
98.0 
65.3 
71.4 
-.J 
··(L ... L) Aq uaA~6 si y ua4M L-L aLQEl u~ E+ep JO.J. )I .J.O sanreA 
V V 
e·Ls n.ze )I 
V 
e·sL rwe )I 
V 
L. £0L (Y) NW~ 
V V 
g·aoL (Y) n.zo)I 
V V 
z·s6 (Y) rzuo>I 
V V 
'5i uo ~+dJJjsaa 
V 
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\. 
r, 
I l 
l !, 
~ 
I j 
i ( 
r, 
I r 
I I 
I 
r, 
! I 
I '. 
r 
I i 
! I 
r,. I . 
I j 
r, 
I I 
I ! 
.r, 
i I 
r 
r i 
r: 
; : 
, i. 
,., 
: ; 
I , .. 
\ 
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